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Epilogue e 

Inn this thesis we investigated physical effects that occur if simple gauge theories 
gett broken to models with a non-abelian residual symmetry group. As a specific 
examplee we have investigated Alice Electrodynamics with gauge group U(l) lx Z2 
inn quite some detail. This is a theory in which charge conjugation symmetry is 
gauged,, which leads to a number of remarkable physical properties. We started by the 
constructionn and comparison of different types of (L)AED models, for example models 
whichh allowed for first order Bogomolny type equations. Exact numerical solutions 
forr the Alice fluxes in the continuum models were obtained. The phase structure of 
(L)AEDD in three and four dimensions was determined using a lattice formulation of 
thee theory. We measured quantities rather precisely, such as the Alice flux density 
andd the monopole/instanton density in different parts of the parameter space. After 
havingg investigated these lattice models we turned to stability questions related to 
topologicall  defects. We first noted that in a theory with a topological degeneracy 
dynamicss may well select a particular lowest energy state or asymptotic vacuum. This 
mechanismm was shown to hold for the situation of kinks and fluxes in a certain class 
off  models as a consequence of the fact that not all topologically non-trivial boundary 
conditionss allowed for static solutions. These features are in particular relevant for 
(1+1)-- and (2+l)-dimensional models with flat directions in their potential. In a 
followingg chapter we turned to the question whether a spherically symmetric magnetic 
monopolee could decay into a magnetically Cheshire charged Alice loop. With the help 
off  a variational method we demonstrated that this is indeed the case in some part 
off  the parameter space of the model. Although these magnetic Cheshire rings were 
nott necessarily exact solutions to the equations of motion, they did provide an upper 
boundd for the energy of the configuration from which instability could be concluded. 
Finallyy we looked at the fate of electric charge in (2+l)-dimensional AED. There 
wee basically established that a pair of static external charges is unstable under the 
creationn of a pair of Alice fluxes if they are separated far enough. This is in fact 
aa novel kind of screening in which binding of an electric charge to one of the fluxes 
impliess that its charge gets converted in a totally delocalized Cheshire charge. So 
inn (2+l)-dimensional AED the potential between two charges saturates around twice 
thee mass of an Alice flux. It would be interesting to determine the effective potential 
betweenn two external charges by a quantum Monte Carlo computation. However as is 
welll  known from QCD such a saturation of the potential is notoriously hard to detect 
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[98,, 99]. and we considered this problem beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Thee main ingredient in the monopole instability and the charge instability in (2+1)-
dimensionss is the possibility of an Alice loop or a pair of Alice fluxes to carry a 
Cheshiree charge. This possibility is a general feature of Alice models. In all Alice 
modelss there is a natural second candidate to carry the magnetic and/or electric 
charge.. So one would expect such instabilities to appear in other Alice models as 
well. . 

Althoughh AED might not be the phenomenologically most favored model for electro-
dynamics,, its physical properties are striking if one realizes how modest the change 
inn the theory in fact is. As we mentioned in the first chapter of this thesis there are 
severall  places in high energy physics and condensed matter physics where Alice effects 
mayy turn out to be relevant. 
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